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Abstract: Multi-temporal Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (MT-InSAR) technique has proven
to be a powerful tool for the monitoring of time-series ground deformations along the line-of-sight
(LOS) direction. However, the one-dimensional (1-D) measurements cannot provide comprehensive
information for interpreting the related geo-hazards. Recently, a novel method has been proposed
to map the three-dimensional (3-D) deformation associated with underground fluid flows based on
single-track InSAR LOS measurements and the deformation modeling associated with the Green’s
function. In this study, the method is extended in temporal domain by exploiting the MT-InSAR
measurements, and applied for the first time to investigate the 3-D time series deformation over
Sebei gas field in Qinghai, Northwest China with 37 Sentinel-1 images acquired during October
2014–July 2017. The estimated 3-D time series deformations provide a more complete view of ongoing
deformation processes as compared to the 1-D time series deformations or the 3-D deformation
velocities, which is of great importance for assessing the possible geohazards. In addition, the
extended method allows for the retrieval of time series of fluid volume changes due to the gas
extraction in the Sebei field, which agrees well with those from the PetroChina Qinghai Oilfield
Company Yearbooks (PQOCYs). This provides a new way to study the variations of subsurface fluids
at unprecedented resolution.
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1. Introduction

Intensive exploitation of underground fluid (e.g., underground water, petroleum, natural gas
and geothermal) induces pressure changes of underground reservoir [1–6], further causing ground
deformations, especially horizontal inhomogeneous deformations, which affect the safety of the surface
or subsurface facilities. Therefore, the dynamic temporal and spatial distribution of three-dimensional
(3-D) deformations is vital to determine the most severely damaged areas, to mitigate (or even
eliminate) the causes of ground deformations [7], to provide information for the interpretation of
deformation mechanism and to predict deformation evolution resulting from future underground
fluid withdrawal.

Multi-Temporal Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (MT-InSAR) techniques, such as
Persistent Scatterer (PS) [8,9] or Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) [10,11], have been well-developed
to monitor time-series ground deformations by compensating for the inherent deficiencies
(e.g., decorrelation noises [12] and atmospheric artifacts [13]) of traditional differential InSAR
(D-InSAR). MT-InSAR has been successfully and extensively used in monitoring the deformations
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induced by exploitation of underground fluids, such as groundwater [7,14–21], oil [22–31],
natural gas [14,30,32–37], and geothermal [38–45], because of its low cost, wide spatial coverage,
high measurement precision, and fine spatial resolution. However, MT-InSAR can capture only
one-dimensional (1-D) time-series deformation that includes the sum of projections on the line-of-sight
(LOS) direction of actual 3-D time series ground deformations. Therefore, the MT-InSAR measurements
cannot provide complete information for detecting potential disasters related to such deformations [46].

Several methods have been proposed to extract 2-D/3-D time-series deformations from SAR
measurements. Generally, these methods can be divided into four categories. (i) Integrating of
InSAR and Offset-Tracking: Raucoules et al. [47] obtained time-variable 3-D ground displacements
fields in the La Valette landslide by combining the ascending and descending Offset-Tracking [48–50]
and InSAR measurements. The temporal discrepancy between the different acquired times of SAR
images from ascending and descending tracks is ignored by interpolating the displacement rates
according to the images acquired epochs. Sigleton et al. [51] estimated the 2-D information of the
time series displacements caused by the landslide of the Three Gorges region (China) with the same
combinational technology. (ii) Integrating of InSAR and Multi-Aperture InSAR (MAI): He et al. [52]
employed the MAI [53] and InSAR measurements from single track to obtain 2-D time-series
deformation fields induced by the exploitation of open-pit mine. However, the Offset-Tracking or MAI
techniques can only be applied in areas with great displacements, indicating that the aforementioned
methods cannot monitor the slow developing 3-D deformations. (iii) Integrating of InSAR and
GPS: Samsonov et al. [54] derived the 3-D surface motion maps of southern California from InSAR
and sparse GPS measurements based on the random field theory. Guglielmino et al. [55] proposed
a method, the SISTEM (Simultaneous and Integrated Strain Tensor Estimation from geodetic and
satellite deformation Measurements), to estimate 3-D displacements by integrating GPS and InSAR
measurements based upon the elastic theory. These methods can be extended to produce 3-D
time-series estimations using the MT-InSAR measurements. Vollrath et al. [56] decomposed InSAR
time-series deformation into 3-D with the assistance of GPS data in the case of low strain rates with
the SISTEM. Obviously, this method is dependent on the number and distribution of the GPS sites,
which are always limited by the high deployment and operational cost [50]. (iv) Neglecting of N–S
(North–South) deformation: Ozawa and Ueda [57] estimated U–D (Up–Down) and E–W (East–West)
time-series deformations in Miyake-jima by neglecting the contribution of N–S displacements on
InSAR LOS measurements [58], and employed a smooth constraint of temporal displacement change
to settle the problem of temporal discrepancy. Similarly, Hu et al. [59] estimated U–D and E–W
time-series deformations in Southern California under the assumption of zero contribution of N–S
displacements on InSAR LOS measurements, and Kalman filter is employed to fill the temporal gaps
among multi-sensors and multi-tracks. Obviously, this method has the capability to estimate the
slow-moving time-series 2-D (i.e., U–D and E–W) displacements, but is incompetent to expose the
time-series of full 3-D deformations.

According to the above analysis, it can be concluded that the main reasons hampering
the generating of 3-D time series deformations are the temporal discrepancy between different
sensors/tracks and the insensitiveness of InSAR to the N–S displacements. Recently, Hu et al. [46]
proposed a novel InSAR-based method to retrieve the full 3-D deformation induced by underground
fluid flows. In the method, the relationship between the ground deformations and the subsurface
fluids volume changes, which is based on a Green’s function, is exploited to compensate for
the N–S insensitiveness of InSAR. In addition, since the InSAR LOS measurements from single
track are sufficient in the method, temporal discrepancy between the measurements from different
sensors/tracks can be avoided. This provides a great potential for resolving 3-D time series
deformations induced by underground fluid flows with InSAR. In this study, the method is extended to
the temporal domain by the 1-D time series deformation measurements from weight least square (WLS)
InSAR algorithm [40], and applied for the first time to investigate the 3-D time series deformation over
the Sebei gas field in Qinghai, China, with 37 Sentinel-1 images acquired during October 2014–July
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2017. Subsequently, by extending the method in [46] to the temporal series, we obtain the full 3-D
time-series displacements associated with the dynamic underground gas volume changes for the first
time. Meanwhile, the time series of the gas volume changes within the Sebei field are generated as the
by-product of the InSAR measurements.

2. Study Area and Data Coverage

As the largest biogas accumulation field and one of the four largest gas fields in China, the Sebei
gas field is located in the Three-lake Depression region of the eastern margin of the Qaidam Basin in
Qinghai Province, Northwest China (see Figure 1). The terrain of the area of interest is relatively flat
with an average elevation of 2750 m (see Figure 1a). From 1980 to 2016, the mean annual precipitation
of Sebei gas field is 292.35 mm, while the annual evaporation reaches 3300 mm (raw precipitation data
are accessible at [60]). The Sebei gas field is a Quaternary unconsolidated sandstone gas reservoir,
where seal rocks are superposed on a syndepositional anticline [61]. The gas field is shallow buried
and has high abundance, thin and multi-layer, large spans, long gas wells, complicated gas and
water distribution, poor diagenesis, and inter-layer heterogeneity [62]. Its lithofacies is characterized
by siltstone, dirt or argillaceous siltstone, and minor fine sandstone [63]. As a biogas reservoir,
the Sebei gas field has several distinct geological features. Firstly, the depositional environments
are mainly shore and shallow-lacustrine facies or almost-littoral and shallow-marine facies, with
sandstones and mudstones. Secondly, the reservoir composes of multiple interbedded thin-layered
and mudstone beds. The formation interfaces define the upper and lower surface of the interblended
(sandstone/mudstone) layers. Therefore, the multi-layers is essential subsurface feature of the Sebei
gas reservoir. Specifically, this gas field contains more than 60 gas layers, of which thickness of less
than 3 m, 3~5 m and greater than 5 m accounts for 71% to 79%, 17% to 22% and 3% to 7%, respectively.
However, there are no obvious boundaries among the gas layers and even one layer has different
depths and thicknesses. Thus, the Sebei gas reservoir can be regarded as a unique source within a
homogeneous elastic half-space. According to the field investigation, the mean permeability, mean
porosity, reservoir pressure and reservoir temperature are 4.23 × 10−13 m2, 29.6%, 7.1–17.6 MPa and
305.7–331 K, respectively. Using this method requires the thicknesses from the upper surface to the
lower surface of the fluid flows and depths from ground surface to the upper surface of the fluid
flows. For simplicity, we assumed there is a single layer in the Sebei gas field and employed the mean
thickness of 102 m and depth of 1072 m within the three major gas fields [64–71].

Sebei gas field consists mainly of three major gas fields termed by Sebei No. 1 (SB1), Sebei
No. 2 (SB2) and Tainan (TN), respectively. According to the PetroChina Qinghai Oilfield Company
Yearbooks (PQOCY) of 2008–2009 [65], the gas storage capacity of the three primary gas fields occupies
95.5% of the total gas storage in Sebei gas field. Gas field SB1 was found by the Qinghai Petroleum
Exploration Bureau in 1964. However, the gas field exploitation was abandoned temporarily since the
primary mission was finding oil at that time. The gas reservoirs of Sebei gas fields were preliminarily
investigated in 1974, and the gas field SB2 was found the next year. Nevertheless, the preliminarily
investigative work was suspended again when the Gasikule oil field was found. Sebei gas field was in
the exploration evaluation phase until the late 1980s, during which the gas field TN was discovered.
SB1, SB2 and TN gas fields began pilot production in 1995, 1998 and 2005, respectively. On 31 August
1996, the completion of the first long-distance gas transmission pipeline (Sebei gas field to Golmud)
within eastern Qaidam Basin signified the real meaningful exploitation of Sebei gas field. In 2003,
1.34 billion m3 of gas was produced from the Sebei gas field, followed by steady growth. According to
China News Agency, as reported on 23 January 2015, Sebei gas field has produced total 50 billion m3

of gas, which has induced gigantic surface deformation in the gas field.
In this study, 37 Sentinel-1 Single Look Complex (SLC) descending images, spanning from

3 November 2014 to 2 July 2017, were acquired to monitor the gas-extraction-induced 3-D time series
deformations and the corresponding gas volume changes. The spatial coverage of the Sentinel-1 data
can be observed in Figure 1. These images were acquired via the C-band (i.e., ~5.6 cm wavelength and
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~5.4 GHz) Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) onboard ESA’s Sentinel-1 satellite with the average
altitude of ~715 km, along the sun-synchronous polar orbits. The images cover about ~28,800 km2

(~180 km by ~160 km) with the slant range pixel spacing of 2.3 m and the azimuth range pixel spacing
of 13.4 m. LOS has the mean incidence angle of 39.2◦ and the ground track of satellite is tilted ~9.6◦

with respect to the N–S direction. In addition, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) [72] with ~30 m spatial resolution is acquired to separate the phase
contribution of the topography in the interferograms [73]. Moreover, the precise satellite orbit data
for Sentinel-1 images is employed to guarantee the accuracy of satellite’s positions and to reduce the
interferogram baselines estimation error.
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Figure 1. (a) Study area and data coverage. Top right inset shows the approximate location of the study
area in China. The black line outlines the coverage of Sentinel-1 data used in this study. The area of
interest is outlined by the black dashed box. The black stars indicate the three primary gas fields, i.e.,
SB1, SB2 and TN. (b) Optical image of the area of interest. The yellow line, dashed black lines and solid
black dots represent the locations of the China National Highway 315 (G315), gas pipelines and gas
production wells, respectively. The region outlined by the solid black line is a Salt Lake. P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5 and P6 are points used for 3-D time series deformation analysis shown in a later section.

3. Methodology

3.1. SAR Data Pre-Processing

In total, 37 SAR images spanning nearly three years were processed. Orbit state vectors for the
37 SLC scenes were first improved by using the recalculated orbital data, which is publicly accessible
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via the URL [74]. Subsequently, the scene stack was co-registered to a single master image acquired on
9 March 2016, resulting in a co-registration accuracy of less than 0.01 pixel for all slaves in both the
range and azimuth directions. It should be noted that the co-registration accuracy 0.01 pixel is got
between master and slave images, while that among the overlaps of bursts in same Sentinel-1 image is
generally less than 0.001 pixel in this study. As shown in Figure 1b, a subset of full scene frame was
then selected to cover the area of interest by cropping the co-registered scenes, reducing the processing
area size to 30,000 pixels in range and 3200 pixels in azimuth, which corresponds to ~3100 km2 area on
the ground. Multi-looking factors (i.e., 20 in the range and 4 in the azimuth directions) were employed
to decrease the radar speckle noise and enhance the phase signal quality, but decrease the image
resolution to ~80 m.

3.2. WLS InSAR Processing Implementation

Considering the fact that the acquired images are adequate and the baselines are generally
less than 100 m, we choose 80 days and 70 m as the thresholds of temporal and perpendicular
baselines, respectively. Sixty-four interferograms are generated from the co-registered 37 SAR images
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Spatial-temporal baselines of the selected InSAR pairs. Blue triangles and black lines represent
the SAR images and small-baseline interferograms, respectively.

Two-pass D-InSAR was employed to process the 64 interferograms. The ~30 m resolution SRTM
DEM was utilized to remove the topographic phase in the interferograms. Subsequently, the differential
interferograms was filtered by using improved Goldstein filter [75], and was unwrapped by using the
minimum-cost flow algorithm [76]. To ensure the accuracy of the unwrapping phase, we mask out
the low coherence part with a threshold of 0.35. The reference point is selected in the stable area, far
away from the area of interest. Following that, a polynomial model was applied to mitigate the orbit
errors. Finally, the WLS InSAR algorithm was employed to retrieve the LOS time-series deformation
measurements [40]. Since the study area is relatively flat and far away from the coastline, and the
climate is quite dry, the atmospheric artifacts basically are absent in the interferograms [77,78], and
thus were ignored in the WLS InSAR processing.

3.3. 3-D Deformations and Volume Changes Inversion

Given the fact that the volume changes of subsurface fluids could induce the corresponding
ground deformations, we assume the volumetric source component within the SB1, SB2 and TN
systems based on the elastic half-space theory. This means a relationship between the underground
fluids volume changes and the 3-D surface deformations [1,40,79,80]:
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di(x) =
∫

Ω
gi(x, y)V(y)dV (1)

where di(x) are the 3-D deformations of point x at surface, and i = e, n, u indicates the E–W, N–S, and
U–D components, respectively. V(y) and dV represent the fluid volume and volume change rate of a
block y within a source volume Ω. gi(x, y) is the Green’s function written as:

gi(x, y) =
(v + 1)

3π

(xi − yi)

S3 (2)

where S =
√

∑ (xi, yi)
2 is the distance between the point x and the block y; and v is the Poisson’s ratio

(classical value of 0.25 is used in this study).
To simplify the model, Ω is divided into N blocks. Equation (1) can be written as:

 de(x)
dn(x)
du(x)

 = Vy

 ge(x, y1) ge(x, y2) · · · ge(x, yN)

gn(x, y1) gn(x, y2) · · · gn(x, yN)

gu(x, y1) gu(x, y2) · · · gu(x, yN)




∆V(y1)

∆V(y2)
...

∆V(yN)

−

 εe(x)
εn(x)
εu(x)

 (3)

where εi(x) (with i = e, n, u) are the misfit errors of Equation (3) at point x.
Considering the estimated LOS ground deformation is actually the combined contribution of

E–W, N–S, and U–D deformations, the relationship between LOS measurement and 3-D deformations
can be bridged as:

LOS(x) = [ce(x) cn(x) cu(x)] ∗ [de(x) dn(x) du(x)]T + β(x) (4)

with 
ce = − cos(α − 3π/2) sin θ

cn = − sin(α − 3π/2) sin θ

cu = cos θ

,

where LOS(x) is the LOS measurement. ce, cn, cu are the E–W, N–S, and U–D projection coefficients of
LOS measurement at point x; β(x) presents the observation errors in the LOS measurement; and α and
θ are the radar azimuth angle and incidence angle of point x, respectively

Combining Equations (3) and (4), and forming them to matrix notation, we get the joint model:

I = BX + Σ (5)

where I is the 4M ∗ 1 observation matrix consisting of M real observations from LOS measurements
and 3M virtual observations; Σ is the corresponding residual matrix; B is the 4M * (3M + N) design
matrix; and X is the (3M + N) * 1 pending parameters.

I4M∗1 = [LOS(1) LOS(2) · · · LOS(M) 0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0]T ,

X(3M+N)∗1 = [de(1) dn(1) du(1) de(2) dn(2) du(2) · · · de(M)

dn(M) du(M)∆V(1)∆V(2) · · · ∆V(N)]T
,

Σ4M∗1 = [β(1) β(2) · · · β(M) εe(1) εn(1) εu(1)
εe(2) εn(2) εu(2) · · · εe(M) εn(M) εu(M) ]T

,

B4M∗(3M+N) =

[
B11 0
B21 B22

]
,
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with

B11 =


ce(1) cn(1) cu(1)

ce(2) cn(2) cu(2)
. . .

ce(M) cn(M) cu(M)


M∗3M

,

B21 =


1

1
. . .

1
1


3M∗3M

,

B22 = −V



ge(1, 1) ge(1, 2) ge(1, 3) · · · ge(1, N)

gn(1, 1) gn(1, 2) gn(1, 3) · · · gn(1, N)

gu(1, 1) gu(1, 2) gu(1, 3) · · · gu(1, N)

ge(2, 1) ge(2, 2) ge(2, 3) · · · ge(2, N)

gn(2, 1) gn(2, 2) gn(2, 3) · · · gn(2, N)

gu(2, 1) gu(2, 2) gu(2, 3) · · · gu(2, N)
...

...
... · · ·

...
ge(M, 1) ge(M, 2) ge(M, 3) · · · ge(M, N)

gn(M, 1) gn(M, 2) gn(M, 3) · · · gn(M, N)

gu(M, 1) gu(M, 2) gu(M, 3) · · · gu(M, N)


3M∗N

,

It is obvious that we can retrieve the 3-D deformation and the volume changes included
in X simultaneously by solving the Equation (5) with Least Square (LS) algorithm if M ≥ N.
Although Equation (5) is over determined, it may be unstable because of ill-conditions [81,82]. To ensure
the stability of LS inversion, a fit smoothness constraint should be involved in the model. This is
an ideally but reasonable assumption since the expected compaction of the reservoir is spatially
continuous. A matrix that estimates the spatial derivative of the fractional volume change can be added
as the smoothness matrix, with a smoothness factor controlling the level of the fitness [40]. The final
time-series 3-D deformations and dynamic gas volume changes will be obtained via performing the
original method on the LOS measurements of each epoch.

4. Results

The estimated LOS time-series deformations are presented in Figure 3. All the subplots show
the accumulative deformation with respect to the reference date (i.e., 3 November 2014). Most of the
region maintain good coherence except a small part of the study area located in the west of the area
of interest. The estimated LOS time-series deformations show that Sebei gas fields have experienced
noticeable ground deformation. As expected, main deformations concentrate on the three primary gas
fields (i.e., TN, SB1 and SB2), and the deformation increases dramatically. The maximum deformation
during the study period reached −181.1 mm. In addition to the apparent deformation areas in the
three major gas fields, the region of Salt Lake has also experienced noticeable deformation.
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Figure 3. The dynamic LOS deformations map with respect to 3 November 2014. The acquisition
time of corresponding SAR images is stated in the lower-left corner of each subplot (the same in the
other figures).
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The LOS time-series deformations are further used to estimate the 3-D time series deformations
and the corresponding subsurface gas volume changes. The mean displacement velocity map and the
time-series deformation maps along the E–W direction are presented in Figures 4a and 5, respectively.
It can be found that the E–W accumulated deformation keeps on increasing, and several significant
displacement patterns are obvious at the three fundamental gas fields (SB1, SB2 and TN), with the
highest westward and eastward displacements up to 62.7 mm and 59.3 mm, respectively. Besides the
primary gas fields, a highly deformed area has also been observed near the Salt Lake named East Tai Ji
Nai Er.
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Figure 5. The E–W time-series accumulated deformation map.

Figure 4b shows the North–South (N–S) mean displacement velocity map, with the peak mean
displacement rate of 31.3 mm/year northward and 25.6 mm/year southward observed in TN gas field,
respectively. The N–S time-series deformations accumulated map is shown in Figure 6, from which
we can learn about that the study area had experienced increasingly obvious N–S displacements with
the maximum northward and southward accumulation up to 78.1 mm and 68.0 mm in TN gas field,
respectively. As shown in Figures 4b and 6, significant N–S displacement patterns have been identified
at the three gas fields of Sebei.
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Figure 6. The N–S time-series accumulated deformation map.

The 3-D mean displacement rate map is shown in Figure 4c, where the color and the arrow
indicate the vertical and horizontal components, respectively. We can observe that the significant 3-D
displacement regions appear mainly in gas production areas, with the peak mean subsidence rate of
73.4 mm/year identified at TN gas field. Figure 7 shows the Up–Down (U–D) time-series accumulated
deformations, with a maximum subsidence of 195.4 mm observed at TN gas field within less than three
years. In addition, it is found that the U–D deformation is much greater than the E–W and N–S ones.
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Figure 7. The U–D time-series accumulated deformation map.

Six points, i.e., P1–P6 in Figure 1b, are selected to further describe the evolution processes of the
3-D time-series deformations. Figure 8a–f shows the detailed information of 3-D time series surface
deformations of the selected points P1–P6, respectively.
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Figure 8. 3-D time-series accumulated deformations for the selected points. (a–f) represent for
points P1–P6, respectively. Stars, cycles and triangles mark for the E–W, N–S and U–D temporal
deformations, respectively.

P1, P3 and P5 are situated near the centers of the TN, SB1 and SB2 gas fields, respectively, and
experience serious deformation, mainly caused by intensive gas production. It can be found that the
deformations of these points is dominated by the U–D components. Most ground subsidence occurs in
P1. This is expected, since the gas production of TN is more than those of SB1 and SB2 [66–70].

P2 is located on the edge of the TN gas fields, and has experienced obvious nonlinear deformations.
P4, located between SB1 and SB2 gas fields, is suffering noticeable deformations. Faint seasonal
displacements can be observed in the 3-D time-series displacements of P2 and P4, manifesting that
the influence of seasonal factors such as rainfall and temperature on the deformations of Sebei gas
field cannot be ignored. P6, located in the Salt Lake, is suffering apparent deformations in all the three
directions, as a result of the Salt Lake production activities.

Figure 9 shows the estimated mean gas volume change rates (GVCR) of the underground gas
reservoir in Sebei fields, with the peak mean GVCR of −1.40 × 10−3, −1.28 × 10−3 and −8.08 × 10−4

identified at TN, SB1 and SB3 gas fields, respectively. It should be noted that the GVCR is dimensionless,
which equals the ratio of the gas volume change to the corresponding volume of underground gas
reservoir unit. Figure 10 shows the time-series cumulated gas volume changes over the study area.
Gas volume change mainly concentrated in areas with obvious deformations, such as the three huge
funnels in TN, SB1 and SB2, with the maximum accumulated GVCR of −3.6 × 10−3. The total effective
GVCR induced by the gas production activities in the study area is −0.9, after subtracting the part
caused by the Salt Lake production activities from the total GVCR. This is equivalent to underground
volume change of 1.186 × 108 m3.
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5. Discussion

Previous studies in Sebei gas fields indicate that gas exploitation will lead to the compression
of the Quaternary deposit and ground sinking [61,63,83]. However, these studies seldom consider
the quantitative ground subsidence induced by the gas production. In addition, the field data in this
region are unavailable to us, so it is impracticable to conduct an effective external validation for the
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estimated 3-D time series displacements. In this study, the accuracies of the estimated 3-D time-series
displacements mainly depend on the accuracies of the InSAR-derived time-series LOS deformations
and the misfit of the joint model. Since the study area is relatively flat and dry, the contamination
of the InSAR inherent errors (e.g., elevation residual and atmospheric artifacts) can be very small
for the time-series LOS deformations. With respect to the misfit of the joint model, it is always
ideal to model the reality, but the elastic half-space theory is quite applicable for the Sebei gas
field which the surrounding earth medium is basically homogeneous without faults. To provide
a quantitative assessment, we chose a 100 × 100 pixels region (see Figure 4 for the location) that is far
away from the mainly deformation areas. By assuming the 3-D deformations are zero in the selected
region, the standard deviations are 5.0, 2.7 and 1.6 mm/year for the E–W, N–S and U–D time series
displacements, respectively.

Since there is no available prior information about the gas reservoir to constrain the model, a
smoothness constraint has been introduced into the model to suppress the possible ill-conditions in
the inversion. A smoothness factor of 20 is employed in this case, which is determined from extensive
experiments based on an examination of the data misfit. The determined smoothness factor is expected
to adjust the weights between the InSAR-measured displacements and the pseudo displacements
provided by the modeling. In addition, we found that the smoothness factor has considerable influence
on the derived gas volume change but has little impact on the derived 3-D displacements.

It is obvious that 3-D time-series deformations extracted by the proposed method can reveal
more information about the actual land displacements than the single LOS time series deformations.
The estimated E–W, N–S and U–D time-series displacements demonstrate clear evolution patterns of
three orthogonal directions. Inhomogeneous deformations caused by gas exploitation in Sebei gas
fields would be great threatens to the safe operation of the gas pipelines and wells. According to the
PQOCYs, some gas wells of the study region were completely destroyed, and some gas wells in S1
were damaged to various degrees. Besides, leakage occurred in some gas pipelines. These damages
can be ascribed to the nonlinear behaviors of the 3-D time-series deformations, indicating that some
specific control measures should be implemented timely to mitigate the adverse effects associated with
the 3-D time-series deformations caused by gas exploitation.

Besides the obvious destruction of wells and pipelines, the potential threaten of the 3-D time
series displacements to the G315 Highway should be taken seriously. G315 Highway, as the “lifeline”
connecting Xinjiang and Qinghai Provinces, plays a vital role in the development of western China.
However, as shown in Figure 4, G315 Highway situates across the main deformation areas. It is
illustrated in Figure 11 that the 3-D time-series of accumulated deformations along the G315 Highway.
Since the G315 Highway is located on the northwest of the TN, SB1 and SB2 gas fields, it can be found
at a distance of about 22 km from the beginning of the G315 Highway that the horizontal deformation
of the G315 Highway is mainly eastward with the maximum value of 55.4 mm (see Figure 11a)
and southward with the peak deformation of −56.2 mm (see Figure 11b). In addition, the G315
Highway also suffered serious subsidence up to 73.0 mm at the edge of SB1 gas field. It is apparent
that SB2 gas field has much more damaging contribution to the G315 Highway than SB1 gas field
does. Besides the SB1 and SB2 gas fields, the production activities of the Salt Lake have also a certain
impact on the G315 Highway with the southward deformation up to 50 mm and subsidence up to
~47 mm. More importantly, it should be noted that three special critical points A, B and C of the G315
Highway (see Figure 11b) are suffering the E–W deformations with opposite directions at both sides,
which can produce shear force to the critical points of the G315 Highway. The shear force can cause
very serious damage to the parts of G315 Highway near the critical points. Therefore, the serious
deformations would crack the highway pavement, and possess potential and non-negligible threat
to the safe operation of the G315 Highway. The knowledge of the dynamic spatial and temporal
distribution of derived 3-D deformations can be utilized to predict and mitigate the negative influence
of deformations resulting from future gas extraction. Hence, the InSAR-derived 3-D time-series surface
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deformations, with the significant advantages of lower cost and higher automation level, should be
considered in the management of the further extraction of the Sebei gas fields.
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G315 Highway are by the edge of the Salt Lake and the SB2 gas field, respectively. Points A, B and C
specified by the intersections of the dashed lines are three special critical points of the G315 Highway.

In addition to 3-D time-series deformations, the changes in underground fluid reservoirs are
derived in the study. We estimate a decrease of underground gas volume of approximate 1.186× 108 m3

during the investigation period. According to the PQOCYs of 2011–2016, the actual gas productions
in TN, SB1 and SB2 gas fields are summarized in Table 1, which shows the yearly productions of the
three primary gas fields of Sebei. The total gas productions of 5.499 billion m3 of TN, SB1 and SB2
gas fields between the beginning of the study and the end of 2015 are estimated according to the real
statistics data of 2010–2015 (see Table 1). There is a tremendous gap between the real productions of
5.499 billion m3 and the estimated gas volume change of 49.12 million m3 in the same period, which
is ascribed to the different circumstances (e.g., temperature and pressure). We estimated gas volume
change of underground under the conditions of the mean pressures of 13.3 MPa, 9.2 MPa and 9.1 Mpa
and the average temperatures of 326.15 K, 319.26 K and 318.89 K for TN, SB1 and SB2 gas fields,
respectively [65–70], while the statistical result from the PQOCYs is calculated on the standard state of
China with the temperature of 293.15 K and the pressure of 101.325 KPa. To effectively evaluate the
reliability of the result, a conversion is performed based on Ideal-Gas Equation of State to derive the
gas volume change from the underground conditions to the standard state of China. The converted
gas volume change result is 5.022 billion m3, which is consistent with the contemporaneous statistical
result of 5.499 billion m3 from the PQOCYs. The comparisons between the actual and InSAR-derived
gas volume change result of each year are detailed in Table 1. It can be observed that for the overlapped
period the differences between the gas volume change results from the PQOCYs and the study are
very small for all the three gas fields, where the largest discrepancy of 0.169 billion m3 occurs for
the SB2 gas field in 2015. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.131 billion m3 of the differences
is calculated to quantitatively assess the performance of the proposed method in the monitoring of
the underground gas volume change. Therefore, the InSAR-derived volume changes are reliable, and
can be used to assess the gas production ability of the Sebei gas fields. In addition, there are four
reasons that could be responsible for the differences between the estimated gas volume change and
the recorded gas production of PQOCYs. Firstly, an average depth and thickness within a unique
source are employed in the model. This will inevitably bring some errors since the gas reservoir
has numerous layers with variable depths and thicknesses. Secondly, the gas extraction is usually
accompanied by a small amount of water and sand, causing a certain contribution to the differences.
Thirdly, as described by the poro-elastic theory [84], a decrease of underground gas pressure may
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counteract a certain subsurface volume change. Finally, the natural compaction of the gas reservoir is
not considered in the study.

Table 1. The annual gas productions of TN, SB1 and SB2 gas fields from PQOCYs or this study between
2011 and 2017.

Year
TN SB1 SB2 Total

Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

2011 3.432 - 0.875 - 1.964 - 6.271 -
2012 2.854 - 1.560 - 1.597 - 6.011 -
2013 3.235 - 1.511 - 1.461 - 6.207 -
3–27 November 2014 2.838 2.769 1.381 1.271 1.171 0.987 5.390 5.027
14 January–14
December 2015 2.204 2.135 1.372 1.237 1.052 0.883 4.628 4.255

14 February–28
December 2016 - 1.994 - 1.251 - 0.834 - 4.079

21 January–2 July 2017 - 1.921 - 1.102 - 0.827 - 3.850

Note: Unit (billion m3). “Actual” and “Estimated” mean the data from the PQOCYs and this study, respectively.
“-” means the data is unavailable for this period. The time periods in parentheses indicate that the values of
“Estimated” are derived from the corresponding time periods.

The method can be applied to monitor 3-D ground deformations caused by subsurface fluid flux
such as groundwater withdrawal, oil or natural gas exploitation and geothermal extraction. It however
should be noted that the method assumes the surrounding earth medium within a homogeneous and
elastic half space, which might be inapplicable for completely heterogeneous medium. In addition, the
method requires some a priori information about the underground fluid (e.g., depth and thickness),
which sometimes are quite difficult to obtain.

6. Conclusions

Based on the Green’s function, this paper presents how to retrieve the 3-D time series deformations
from single track InSAR measurements, as well as to estimate the corresponding fluids volume changes.
In this study, we monitor the time-series LOS displacements induced by the dynamic gas production
of the Sebei gas field by employing the WLS InSAR algorithm and the Sentinel-1 images data acquired
from November 2014 to July 2017. The dynamic 3-D time series deformations and corresponding
contemporaneous subsurface gas volume changes with unprecedented spatial-temporal resolution are
estimated at the Sebei gas field from the WLS InSAR-derived LOS displacements. The results are vital
for the relevant geo-hazards prevention as well as the sustainable development of the gas exploitation.
Two main conclusions can be drawn in this study as follows:

1. The 3-D time-series deformations allow us to understand the ground deformation features under
high-intensity gas-exploitation, and have unique insight into the corresponding damages and
threats. The time-series analysis of 3-D deformations reflects that the main 3-D time-series
surface displacements patterns of the Sebei gas fields are heterogeneous, of up to 73.4 mm/year,
23.5 mm/year and 31.3 mm/year in the investigation period along the U–D, E–W and N–S
directions, respectively. These heterogeneous displacements will induce varied stress and strain
in different directions, which well explain the damages of the gas wells and pipelines, and
indicates potential threats to the G315 Highway. In addition, the knowledge of the patterns
of 3-D time-series deformations can be used to predict the extent of the gas-extraction-derived
deformation such that some measures can be taken to prevent gas wells and pipelines from being
damaged or to control the potential geo-hazards.

2. The estimated volume change rates reveal that underground gas of about 1.186× 108 m3 had been
exploited in the Sebei gas systems during the period of November 2014–July 2017. The estimated
gas production of 5.022 billion m3 under the conditions of standard state of China in this case
coincides with the actual gas productions of 5.499 billion m3 from the PQOCYs between the
beginning of this study and the end of 2015, which signifies that the proposed method can not
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only estimate reliable 3-D time-series deformations, but also the corresponding underground
fluids’ volume changes if some a priori information (such as the depths and thickness of the
underground fluids) is available or can be estimated. Moreover, the InSAR-derived volume
changes can be used to assess the gas production ability, and to assist related departments to
ensure the long-term development of Sebei gas field.

The method used in the study can be applied in other fields. For instance, in volcanic research,
the estimated 3-D time series deformations are very helpful to comprehensively describe the intrusion
and eruption of volcano, and the estimated magma variation is a good indication for the source model.
In the monitoring of subsurface reservoir, the estimated groundwater volume change can provide
scientific evidence for ensuring a sustainable use of the fresh water resource.
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